1. Download the pertinent ZIP file from Linked Heritage Learning Objects site [http://linkedheritage.cab.unipd.it/training/ZIP-files-for-translations/](http://linkedheritage.cab.unipd.it/training/ZIP-files-for-translations/)

2. Unzip the compressed folder.
3.

Duplicate the English language folder (named "en"), and rename it to the two-letter abbreviation for your language. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes for standardized abbreviations.

4.

In the newly created folder, translate all HTML files with a code editor. When applicable, translate also TXT and SRT files included in "texts" folder.
Don’t make use of WYSIWYG editors, or of any other editor that adds extra tags to the code.
See Wikipedia comparison of text editors for an appropriate choice

5.
Send the zipped folder back to lh@cab.unipd.it